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Get Smart
Intelligence is in the mind of the intelligent.
This month’s essay was inspired by four totally
unrelated articles in the last two issues of New
Scientist, all of which deal with intelligence and
purpose.

indicate the workings of a mind no longer
tethered solely to the here and now, but capable
of a uniquely abstract form of conscious
'wandering'," Edelman says.
The etch also suggests H. erectus was
integrating different domains of knowledge –
thought to be a key stage in the evolution of our
creative minds. 1

Clever Carvings
The story that first caught our attention is
about an “extraordinary” scratch on a clam shell.

What struck us about this article is that the
scientists recognized conscious intent in a simple
scratch—there is no possibility that such a simple
design could have happened by accident! ☺
Furthermore, the conscious intent indicated the
presence of higher intelligence, specifically “the
workings of a mind no longer tethered solely to
the here and now, but capable of a uniquely
abstract” thought.
This simple scratch was found on a complex
object (a clam shell), but the clam shell itself is not
evidence of design.
THE artist – if she or he can be called that –
was right-handed and used a shark's tooth. They
had a remarkably steady hand and a strong arm.
Half a million years ago, on the banks of a calm
river in central Java, they scored a deep zigzag
into a clam shell.
… It was found etched into the shell of a
fossilised freshwater clam, and is around half a
million years old – making the line by far the
oldest engraving ever found. The date also
means it was made two to three hundred
thousand years before our own species evolved,
by a more ancient hominin, Homo erectus.
… it was made deliberately, and yet, unlike
tools, the mark has no obvious function. It may
have been a decoration, or a practice run for a
decoration on another object.
… "Regardless of intent, the very process of
rendering a geometric form would seem to

The clam shell has a purpose. It protects the
animal inside from predators. Furthermore, it
opens and closes at will. Not only that, it grows at
the same rate as the animal inside. To an
evolutionist, that isn’t evidence of conscious
intent, and could not possibly indicate the
presence of intelligence! ☺ But four meaningless
straight lines unquestionably do indicate intelligent
design!
“Intelligent” scientists see evidence of design
in a simple, meaningless, purposeless scratch;
but don’t see intelligence in a complex, useful,
functional
shell.
Therefore,
intelligence
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Catherine Brahic, New Scientist, 03 December 2014,
“Etched in time”, page 8,
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apparently exists only in the mind of certain
intelligent beings.
Even though the scratch is just four straight
lines in a simple pattern, which could very well
have been caused by accident, the evolutionists
may be right. The lines may have been carved
intentionally in the shell. If the shell really was
intentionally carved by humans, it proves the shell
isn’t anywhere near as old as the evolutionists
think it is—but that possibility isn’t even
considered, even though it is the most likely
conclusion. This is just another example of an
“out-of-place
artifact”
being
ignored
(or
misinterpreted) because it doesn’t fit the
evolutionary timeline.

showed an electrical response when he cut one of
the other leaves on the plant. To my amazement,
I also saw the plant respond when he cut a leaf on
a nearby plant. I didn’t believe what I saw. I
thought it must have been a trick, but I could not
figure out how he did it. Apparently, it really
wasn’t a trick.
Plants produce ethylene to regulate
everything from seed germination to fruit
ripening. They also release it when stressed –
when under attack by predators or being cut by
humans, for example – and nearby plants can
sense it. "Ethylene is the plant equivalent of a
scream," says Murch.
…

Intelligent Plants

In the past decade, researchers have been
making the case for taking plants more
seriously. They are finding that plants have a
sophisticated awareness of their environment
and of each other, and can communicate what
they sense. There is also evidence that plants
have memory, can integrate massive amounts of
information and maybe pay attention. Some
botanists argue that they are intelligent beings,
with a "neurobiology" all of their own. There's
even tentative talk of plant consciousness. 5

The cover story of that same magazine said (in
the printed version of the magazine),
The discovery that plants have their own
kind of intelligence is both fascinating and
challenging finds Anil Ananthaswamy. 2
The subheading of the on-line version of that
article was changed to read,
Root intelligence: Plants can think, feel and
learn 3

Why do they think plants have memory?

Not only did New Scientist recognize
intelligence in a simple scratch on a clam shell,
they recognized intelligence in plants!

There is even evidence that plants have
long-term memories. Mimosa pudica, the touchme-not plant, can close its leaflets when
touched, but this defensive behaviour requires
energy, therefore the plant doesn't indulge in it
unnecessarily. When Mancuso and colleagues
dropped potted mimosas on to foam from a
height of 15 centimetres, the plants closed their
leaves in response to the fall. But after just four
to six drops they stopped doing this – as if they
realised that the fall posed no danger. However,
they continued to close their leaves in response
to a physical touch, which would normally
presage being damaged or eaten. "Even after
one month, they were able to discriminate and
be able to understand whether the stimulus was
dangerous or not," says Mancuso. 6

They say this idea dates back to 1992.
It wasn't until 1992 that his idea of
widespread electrical signalling in plants
received strong support when researchers
discovered that wounding a tomato plant results
in a plant-wide production of certain proteins –
and the speed of the response could only be due
to electrical signals and not chemical signals
travelling via the phloem as had been assumed.
The door to the study of plant behaviour was
opened. 4
This was surprising to me because my
University of Nebraska Engineering Week display
in 1970 was a circuit which detected the lack of a
heartbeat. The student next to me (whose name I
have long since forgotten) was demonstrating that
plants generate an electrical signal in response to
injury. He had sensors connecting the leaf of a
plant to the input of an oscilloscope, which
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Anil Ananthaswamy, New Scientist, 03 December
2014, “Roots of consciousness”, pp. 34-37,
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg22429980.400root-intelligence-plants-can-think-feel-and-learn.html
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Plants certainly do exhibit “environmental
awareness.” When you plant a seed, it doesn’t
matter which end is up because the root will
naturally grow down, and the primary leaves will
grow up, presumably because of some natural
phenomenon which has something to do with
gravity. Apparently, there is even more to it than
that.
A root is a complex assemblage. There's the
5
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root cap, which protects the root as it navigates
through soil, but also senses a wide range of
physical properties, such as gravity, humidity,
light, oxygen and nutrients. Behind this is the
meristem, a region of rapidly dividing cells.
Further back is the elongation zone, where cells
grow in length, allowing the root to lengthen
and bend. And between the meristem and the
elongation zone is a curious region called the
transition zone (see diagram). Traditionally, it
was thought to have no purpose, but Baluska
and Mancuso think it is actually the nerve
centre of the plant. 7

Smoke Rings
The last page of the previous issue of New
Scientist had this picture, question, and answer:

Of course, you know that plants turn toward
the light. Presumably this is because the side of
the stem away from the light “naturally” grows
faster than the side facing the light, causing the
plant to bend toward the light. Apparently, there is
more to it than that, too.
Nevertheless, Chamovitz and others don't
dispute that plants are extremely aware of their
environment, and are able to process and
integrate information in sophisticated ways. In
fact, a plant's awareness of its environment is
often keener than an animal's precisely because
plants cannot flee from danger and so must
sense and adapt to it. For instance, while
animals have a handful of photoreceptors to
sense light, plants have about 15. "Plants are
acutely aware of their environment," says
Chamovitz. "They are aware of the direction of
the light and quality of the light. They
communicate with each other with chemicals,
whether we want to call this taste, or smell, or
pheromones. Plants 'know' when they are being
touched, or when they are being shook by the
wind. They integrate all of this information
precisely. And they do all of this integration in
8
the absence of a neural system."
Does this mean plants are intelligent?
This is all very clever, but it's not
intelligence, says Chamovitz: "I don't like the
term plant intelligence. We don't even know
what intelligence is for humans. If you get five
psychologists together you will get 20 different
definitions." 9
So, we are back to our previous statement that
“intelligence is in the mind of the intelligent,” and
the paradoxical observation that a simple scratch
on a clam shell is evidence of conscious intent,
but perception, memory, and communication in
plants is not.

[Question:] This photograph was taken on
22 June this year in north Pembrokeshire, UK.
There were aircraft trails in the sky – but all of
them were absolutely straight. So what is this?
[Answer:] That is undoubtedly an aircraft
condensation trail (contrail), made quite
deliberately. The dense knot in the bottom left
is where the aircraft was climbing (or
descending) almost vertically, concentrating the
contrail in one spot. The aircraft levelled off,
then turned abruptly before starting the circle.
Once it had arrived back at the knot, it closed
the loop by descending (or climbing) steeply.
10

It’s just a smoke ring! Smokers can produce
smoke rings by blowing a puff of air through a
cloud of smoke. This ring could have been
produced naturally by warm air rising through a
cool cloud of smoke—but it probably wasn’t. It
probably really is an aircraft contrail frivolously
produced by a bored pilot. Despite that, we can’t
help thinking that if such a ring implied the
existence of some sort of supernatural
intelligence, evolutionists would argue that smoke
rings are perfectly natural phenomena that don’t
depend upon conscious action to form. Intelligent
design is often recognized, or ignored as a
possibility, depending upon the ramifications of
conscious origin.

Chance-free Adaptations
This brings us to the final New Scientist article,
also from the 29 November, 2014, issue. It is Bob
10
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New Scientist, 29 November 2014, “The Last Word
– Ring of confusion”, page 57,
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg22429971.000ring-of-confusion.html#.VIiRQyvF8fU
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Holmes’ book review of Arrival of the Fittest:
Solving evolution's greatest puzzle by Andreas
Wagner.

That's not all: the structure of the library
makes it easy for evolution to move from one
meaningful book to another. When Wagner and
his colleagues tried browsing adjacent "books"
– proteins that differ by a single amino acid –
they found that most worked just as well as the
original. The same was true when they changed
another amino acid, and another. In fact, you
could move, step by step, from one end of the
library to the other without changing the
meaning.
This allows populations to accumulate a lot
of genetic variation while still remaining viable.
In Wagner's metaphor, readers spread into many
different rooms of the library. And that's where
the big pay-off comes. By wandering far afield,
you come to rooms with very different sorts of
books nearby. In real terms, you end up in
places where changing just a few more amino
acids gives you a protein with a radically
different
function
–
an
evolutionary
breakthrough, close at hand.
And the more hidden variation the
population accumulates, the more likely that
this will happen. As Wagner puts it, "while you
walk along one of these trails, the innovation
you are searching for will appear at some point
in a small neighborhood near you". 14

It begins with the usual admission of the
inadequacy of Darwin’s theory to explain the
diversity of life.
EVOLUTION, we have always been told,
results from natural selection sifting through
countless random variations over millions of
years.
That's not good enough, says Andreas
Wagner, a systems biologist at the University of
Zurich in Switzerland. Natural selection can
explain which adaptations survive over time, he
argues, but it falls far short of explaining where
those adaptations originate.
For over a decade, Wagner has been looking
for an answer that would satisfy him. 11
Wagner finally came upon this analogy:
Imagine a vast library, one so big that it
contains every possible sequence of letters.
Most of the books are gibberish, filled with
words like "erwtvaiwq" or "avbqse", but you
can also find Hamlet and On the Origin of
Species. This is the book's core metaphor, used,
for example, to describe how most strings of
amino acids make non-functional proteins –
Wagner's gibberish – but some make working
enzymes and a few make brilliant ones.
The problem is that the library is so vast
(there are more than 10130 different proteins
made from just 100 amino acids) that the odds
of evolution stumbling across the specific
"book" it needs – an enzyme that can disarm a
synthetic toxin, for example – are practically
zero. Something else must guide evolution
through the library. 12
This analogy ignores the problem of where the
books came from in the first place (that is, “where
those adaptations originate”). It just tries to deal
with the problem of finding the right book without
using Google.
Wagner tells us … instead of looking for a
single meaningful book in the entire library,
evolution is looking for any one of many
functionally equivalent ones. 13
OK, but how and why is evolution “looking?”
Doesn’t searching imply conscious intent?
11
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Remember, the theme of this essay is
recognizing intelligence. We weren’t able to
recognize any intelligence in that explanation! ☺
Apparently, Wagner’s idea is that if you are
looking for a needle in a haystack, the bigger the
haystack, the more likely you will be to find a
needle, because there are probably more needles
in a bigger haystack. Again, it comes back to the
questions of how the needles got in the haystack
to begin with, and how to realize that a needle is
needed for sewing, and how to realize that there
just might be a needle in the haystack.

Recognizing Intelligence
Evolutionists recognize intelligence in a design
scratched on a clam shell, but not in the design of
the clam shell itself. They recognize intelligence
in
plants, which they believe evolved
independently of any intelligent design. They
recognize intelligence in the formation of a smoke
ring because they assume a creator with a sense
of humor (or boredom).
And, at least one
evolutionist
believes
unguided
evolution
intelligently looks through a library of proteins to
find the one it needs.
How smart does one have to be to recognize
intelligent design?

14
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Email

A Hindu’s
Thoughts on
Evolution
His religion has nothing to do with it.
This email comes from someone who is not a
Christian, Jew, or Moslem, so he does not reject
evolution because he believes the creation
account in the book of Genesis. He is a Hindu
scientist who called himself, “Guru.” His objection
to the theory of evolution is based on science, not
religion.
Dear Do-while Jones,
I came across your wonderful website
sometime back and thoroughly enjoyed
reading all the articles. I always had a
difficult time believing in evolution
through random variations.
I also like the website of the month
feature that introduces new websites.
I don't have words to appreciate your
patience and hard work over these many
years.
Your site is remarkably different in
that it does not impose upon the reader,
an alternative theory. I work in the
information technology field and am a
Hindu in belief. There are no detailed
descriptions about the process of
creation of life and various creatures
in various Hindu mythologies. So most
educated Hindus unquestioningly believe
Darwinian evolution to be true.
The ape to human transformation needs
a lot of incredible "feature additions".
But I don't understand why scientists or
others do not raise questions. In
evolution, a genetic beneficial mutation
in a single sperm/egg in a single
organism creates a new feature which
confers some survival edge to the
organism. Theoretically this should lead
to relatively more offsprings of this
mutated entity to be produced.
My doubts
1. As population of mutated organisms
there will be competition among those
organisms.
2. Every mating choice in favour of
original population would dilute the
mutated stock.
3. At some point the DNA of the two
populations are too different that the
two populations drift apart without
possibility of mating. In case of
humans, we have 23 pairs and apes have
24 paris of chromosomes. At some point
some intermediate form of ape-man
suddenly should have 23 pairs while the
rest of the population had 24. Now I
don't know what this means

morphologically for the mutated ape-man.
Even if this mutant succeeds in mating
with the 24 paired individuals, how does
reproduction happen?
4. If we go by similarity of DNA as
evidence for evolution, an alien
concluding GMO food as evolved cousins
of natural specie would be a absurd
conclusion isn't it? So similarity
definitely does not imply common
ancestor after just a few decades of
mucking with DNA.
-Guru

His email boils down to, “Why don’t scientists
ask the obvious questions?” Our answer is that
they don’t want to hear the obvious answers.
Our feature essay this month made the
observation that scientists recognize purpose and
conscious intent immediately—as long as it
doesn’t conflict with their world view.
The theory of evolution is full of flaws that
should be obvious to any scientist—but these
flaws go unrecognized by many.
Guru recognizes these flaws, and can examine
the scientific evidence without being prejudiced by
his religious beliefs. His faith is not threatened by
scientific reality. There is no conflict between
evolution and the Hindu faith—but there is no
conflict between Intelligent Design and the Hindu
faith, either. This leaves him free to pursue
science without restrictions.
Although there is definitely a conflict between
Christianity and evolution, there is no conflict
between Christianity and science because
evolution is unscientific.
There is no conflict between science and any
religion (Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism, or
Buddhism, etc.) except atheism. Atheism is the
only religion that is in conflict with science
because the creation myth of atheism is
unscientific.
Atheists cling to evolution because they fear
that rejection of Darwinian evolution will force
them to believe in the God of Abraham. Clearly,
this isn’t true in Guru’s case.
Guru can’t understand why scientists or others
do not raise the obvious questions about
evolution. That’s because he doesn’t understand
that atheists cannot separate science from
religion.
Guru says educated Hindus unquestionably
believe Darwinian evolution to be true. That’s
because there is a fine line between education
and indoctrination.
Hindus have been
indoctrinated to believe evolution is true, and
because it does not conflict with their religious
beliefs, they are not likely to question it.
5

Guru has been trained in information
technology. He naturally thinks about DNA as just
another information system.
He is used to
thinking in terms of encoding and decoding
information,
processing
and
transmitting
information. He understands the fundamental
concepts in information processing because the
scientific method can be used to verify dataprocessing techniques. Facts learned through the
scientific method can be trusted to be true. When
these facts contradict theories which rely on
nothing more than speculation and wishful
thinking, those fanciful theories are correctly
rejected.
It is true that Christians, Jews, and Moslems
are more likely to question evolution than other
people because evolution is inconsistent with their
faith; but faith just raises the question. It is
science, not religion, which supplies the answer.

His Doubts
Let’s look at Guru’s four doubts to see if they
are reasonable.
1. As population of mutated organisms
there will be competition among those
organisms.

Obviously, every organism capable of
reproducing is capable of surviving. If it can’t
survive, it can’t reproduce. So every organism is
“good enough” to live.
The chance that a
mutation will provide a significant survival
advantage is unlikely—mutations tend to make
things worse.
Randomly changing any word in this
newsletter is likely to obscure the message, not
make it clearer. But each one of our newsletters
goes through a thorough review process, in which
many words are changed to remove ambiguity.
Conscious design improvements tend to make
things better, but random changes don’t. Random
mutations won’t help mutated organisms compete
in the struggle for survival, as Guru correctly
observes.
2. Every mating choice in favour of
original population would dilute the
mutated stock.

Yes, if an organism does get a random
mutation, and that organism reproduces sexually,
only half of its children will inherit the mutation.
Half of its children’s children will inherit the
mutation. So, with each subsequent generation,
the unique mutation will naturally become less
prevalent. Since the mutation probably won’t
confer any survival advantage, it will likely
become more and more diluted, until it dies out.
Natural selection is actually a conservative
force—not an innovative force. Natural selection
is chlorine for the gene pool. It tends to keep the
6

half of the generation that inherits the unique, bad
mutation from surviving long enough to pass it on.
3. At some point the DNA of the two
populations are too different …

That’s the problem with the origin of sexual
species—the male and female versions have to
evolve at the same time, in the same geographic
location. Otherwise, they won’t find a mate, and
the new species dies out in the first generation.
There are lots of jokes like, “What do you get
when you cross an alligator with a chicken?” The
serious answer is, “You don’t get anything
because you can’t cross an alligator with a
chicken.” The DNA of the two individuals is “too
different,” as Guru recognizes. The DNA has to
have the same number of genes, and they have to
be in the right place on the DNA to match up.
Trying to mate different species is like trying to zip
up a jacket that has a zipper on the left side, but
buttons on the right side.
4. If we go by similarity of DNA as
evidence for evolution …

As we have written many times over the past
19 years, similarity could just as easily be the
result of common design as common descent.
There is no definitive test to determine the
difference. Carts, trains, and automobiles all have
wheels because designers recognized the
usefulness of wheels for moving things.
We find it more than a little bit amusing that
evolutionists cite similarity as proof of evolution
(“similarity is the result of a common ancestor”)
and then cite difference as proof of evolution (“the
difference is the result of evolution”). When two
opposite things prove the same conclusion, it’s
hard to argue with “logic” like that.
Evolutionists have traditionally based their
Tree of Life on physical similarity. If two creatures
look a lot alike, they must have a close common
ancestor. They expected DNA analysis to confirm
their suspicions—but it hasn’t. One doesn’t have
to look very hard in the technical literature to find
examples
of
species
evolutionists
have
traditionally considered to be closely related which
have very different DNA, and “unrelated” species
which have similar unique DNA features.

In Science We Trust
You can trust science—but you can’t trust
scientists. Scientists often have an agenda, and
they try to advance that agenda by making it
appear to be scientific. Often that agenda is to
give atheism credibility by associating the creation
myth of atheism (evolution) with science. But
science is against evolution, and scientists without
a religious axe to grind recognize that fact.

Web Site of the Month – December 2014
by Lothar Janetzko

The Science Supporting
Creation
http://creationismnow.blogspot.com/2011/10/sciencesupporting-creation.html
Summary of multiple articles about creation and evolution
This month’s web site review looks at a blog post posted by Babu G. Ranganathan in October
2011. The blog post serves as an index to many different articles that Mr. Ranganathan has
written regarding science supporting creation. On the side bar of the blog post there is an About
Me section which provides some background information about the blog author.
For the blog post, the author has chosen to use the titles of the many articles he has written to
provide a brief summary of that particular article. In the listing of articles, you will also find other
articles that the author has chosen to reference.
The articles mentioned in the blog post include: • Science Shows the Universe Cannot be
Eternal • Higgs Boson, the “God Particle” • Einstein Confirmed • Explaining How an Airplane
Works • What is Science? • Creationists Right About Entropy • Imagine a Scientist • Big Bang
Flaws • How Do Egg Yolks Become Chickens? • Micro-evolution vs. Macro-evolution • Natural
Limits of Evolution • All Real Evolution • Mutations • “Junk DNA” isn’t Junk • New Species •
Acquired Characteristics Can’t be Passed On • Nylon-eating Bacteria • Punctuated Equilibria • It’s
Interesting that Carl Sagan … • Synthetic DNA isn’t Capable of Macro-evolution • Genetic and
Biological Similarities • Natural Selection Doesn’t Produce Anything • Natural Selection is no Blind
Watchmaker • Survival of the Fittest • The Scientific Case Against Atheism • and many more.
As you can tell from the above list of articles, the blog post author is a prolific writer and covers
many of the topics usually addressed regarding creation and evolution.
Besides just reading the summary of the many articles mentioned in the blog post, the author
suggests that you just Google the title of an article to access the complete article.
In the About Me section you will also find recommended web sites which provide more
information to study regarding science supporting creation.

You are permitted (even encouraged)
to copy and distribute this newsletter.
Disclosure, the Science Against Evolution newsletter, is edited by R. David Pogge.

All back issues are on-line at ScienceAgainstEvolution.info.
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